Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Bays No. 67-70, Sector- 2, Panchkula-134154
(www.hssc.gov.in)

Result of Written Examination and notice to candidates for Scrutiny of Documents for the post of Lower Divisional Clerk (Head Office Cadre) of HVPNL, Haryana Against Advt. No. 11/2019, Cat No. 16.

On the basis of written examination (CBT) held on 28.02.2020 for the post of Lower Divisional Clerk (Head Office Cadre) of HVPNL, Haryana Against Advt. No.11/2019, Cat. No. 16, the candidates bearing following Roll Nos. have been called for Scrutiny of Documents provisionally to ascertain eligible candidates and further subject to the fulfillment of their eligibility conditions as per advertisement and service rules.

Advt. No. 11/2019, Cat. No.16, Lower Divisional Clerk (Head Office Cadre) (23 Posts)

1191600133  1191600795  1191600821  1191600827  1191600923  1191601004  1191602008  1191602502  1191603030  1191603456  1191603988  1191604206  1191604666  1191604797  1191605890  1191606346  1191606555  1191606612  1191606712  1191607341  1191607776  1191608005  1191608429  1191608515  1191608593  1191609124  1191609533  1191610093  1191610160  1191610651  1191610660  1191611712  1191612554  1191612692  1191612766  1191612949  1191612982  1191613278  1191613318  1191613494  1191613689  1191613749  1191613802  1191613895  1191614674  1191614706  1191614732  1191614911  1191615180  1191615220  1191615351  1191615537  1191615590  1191615803  1191615870  1191616102  1191616289  1191616325  1191616478  1191616558  1191616725  1191617096  1191617172  1191617230  1191617259  1191617386  1191617442  1191617487  1191617548  1191617633  1191617763  1191617961  1191617975  1191618098  1191618173  1191618185  1191618204  1191618465  1191618514  1191618630  1191618700  1191618787

NOTE:- 1. The Scrutiny of Documents of the above candidates will be held on 27.02.2021. The candidates are advised to report at 09.00 A.M. in Tau Devi Lal Stadium, Sector-3, Panchkula. They are also directed to bring all original documents, set of self attested copies of all documents, one ID Proof and copy of downloaded application form.
2. In case a candidate does not appear for Scrutiny of Documents, no further opportunity will be given thereafter.
3. While every care has been taken in preparing and uploading the result, possibility of inadvertent/technical errors cannot be ruled out. The Commission reserves the right to rectify the same later on.
4. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in.

Sd/-
Under Secretary
for Secretary,Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Dated:-21.02.2021